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Abstract Marginalia is the practice of writing notes in the margins of texts as a way to capture ones' thoughts and feelings about the text during reading. It is the giving in to the impulse, based on what was read, to stop and record a comment. In this manuscript, we make the connection between marginalia and the visceral responses to text felt by one doctoral student (the second author) taking a course examining language as a ''place of struggle '' (hooks, 2004, p. 153 ). We also demonstrate how marginalia can be used as a qualitative method to document and investigate the way textual interaction facilitates learning. A found poem developed from the marginalia compiled throughout the semester is shared exemplifying the way a critical analysis of personal marginalia can facilitate awareness of transformative processes and highlighting the margins as a transformative space. To be revealed as homophobic, racist, sexist, classist, anti-Semitic, ableist? Do we possess the weapon of the spirit?
Despite our heroic ideals, we often act in distinctly unheroic ways.
Allowing the media to drive what is known.
And not question the power structure. Within his text, he describes the features of annotated books and discusses motives for engaging in marginalia, both public and private. Public use of marginalia provides examples of contemporary responses to significant works and serves as a historical accounting of social and cultural rituals (Golick, 2004) . Privately, marginalia demands the reader give in to the impulse to stop long enough to record a comment.
The main function is self-awareness, ''tracing the development of the reader's self-definition in and by relation to the text'' (Jackson, 2010, p. 87) . It was this development and (re)defining of the self that I hoped for in my students throughout the seminar.
As the semester came to an end, participants designed their culminating presentation, an arts-based reflection of what they had learned throughout the semester. For this project, Sandy had compiled all of her marginalia from our course readings throughout the semester, coded it, sorted it thematically, and developed a found poem reflecting her thinking about her thinking about her thinking-marginalia as qualitative method and metacognitive strategy.
Moving Margins
As I reread Sandy's prose, I recalled hooks' (1990) vision of marginality as ''much more than a site of deprivation; in fact . . . it is also the site of radical possibility, a space of resistance'' (p. 341). Although her focus is on individuals who have been historically marginalized or oppressed, hooks ' (2004) concept of the margins as a space where ''we can begin the process of re-vision'' (p. 153) is pertinent to Sandy's work. The margins in which Sandy meticulously inscribed her journey of selfawareness became her site of radical possibility; it is where she found her self anew and, more importantly, where she was able to critically examine her complicity in the perpetuation of the status quo. The margin became a third space, a purposeful place that allowed her to examine her own subjectivities and identities, to ''look from the outside in and from the inside out' ' (hooks, 2004, p. 156) and to imagine or improvise new worlds of possibility. By willingly moving into the margins, Sandy was afforded a panoramic view from which to consider and critically examine existing practices.
Sandy celebrated her new found marginality and valued the margins as a place where she could grapple with the texts and juxtapose what she was learning with her lived experience. The confluence of these factors allowed her to become intimate with the metanarrative as she imagined a counternarrative, the realization of which demanded her participation.
